De-Palestinization of Education in Jerusalem: 
Education challenges pose threat to Palestinian national identity

The Civic Council for Education in Jerusalem

With a new right-wing Israeli government, schools in East Jerusalem (EJ) have seen an increase in attempts to Israelize their curriculum. Recently, the Israeli Ministry of Education (MoE), headed by former extreme right-wing Knesset member Naftali Bennett, approved a plan to provide financial support only to schools that teach Israeli curriculum in occupied EJ. The Minister of Education stated plainly the motives behind this new plan: “I want to aid the process of Israelization.”

As the occupying power, Israel has no jurisdiction to change the education system in the occupied territory. However, since the 1967 illegal Israeli annexation of occupied EJ, Palestinians have been subjected to discriminatory Israeli law. Bennett’s plans for “Israelization” therefore entail an intensification of de-Palestinization, which includes intersecting curricular, economic, political, and military interventions to strip Palestinian youth in East Jerusalem of their rights to education, identity, and self-determination.

Historical Background

- In 1948 Jerusalem was divided into West Jerusalem under Israeli rule and East Jerusalem with the West Bank under Jordanian rule. The Jordanian education system was then implemented in EJ schools.
- After the Israeli occupation of Jerusalem in 1967, Israel’s MoE and the Jerusalem Municipality imposed the Israeli education curriculum on Palestinian schools in EJ, provoking the immediate reaction of Palestinian students, teachers, and parents, who went on strike in order to preserve the old Jordanian curriculum and refused to enroll their children in schools financed by the Jerusalem Municipality and Israeli MoE.
- In July 1969 the Israeli government tried again to strengthen its control over EJ schools, passing Law 564 on school supervision that enabled Israel to fully oversee Palestinian schools in the city, including private schools. This law also called for the implementation of the Israeli curriculum in EJ Palestinian schools, which attempted to delegitimize and suppress the Palestinian narrative and identity.
- Palestinian education stakeholders including school administrators, teachers, and the education department in EJ rejected the law, refusing to cooperate with the Israeli MoE. In retaliation, Israel ordered for the closure of the Palestinian education department in EJ. The Palestinian general strike continued until 1971, with very few students attending the Palestinian schools.

---

In 1974 the Jerusalem Municipality agreed to teach both the Jordanian and the Israeli curriculum, although Palestinian educational institutions continued rejecting the Israeli curriculum.6

By 1980 all of the Palestinian schools in the city were teaching the Jordanian syllabus, although the Israeli authorities continued to review textbooks.7

Following the 1994 Oslo Accords, a Palestinian curriculum was developed under international supervision to replace the Jordanian curriculum; in 2000, Palestinian schools in EJ began using the curriculum.8

De-Palestinization through Curriculum

The Israeli MoE and Municipality of Jerusalem engage in the censorship of Palestinian curriculum and the coerced imposition of Israeli curriculum in EJ schools. In 2011 the Jerusalem Municipality censored the Palestinian curriculum by instructing schools in EJ to only purchase textbooks prepared by the Jerusalem Municipality and the Israeli MoE.9 Doing so obligated these schools to impose a syllabus of the Palestinian Curriculum that conveys a distorted perspective of historical events in favor of the occupying State, including the removal of the following10:

- Any recognition of the Palestinian national identity, the Nakba, the Occupation, expansion of illegal settlements, resistance efforts, or the Palestinian refugee right of return;
- The Palestinian Education Ministry logo (replaced with the Jerusalem Municipality logo);
- A portion in the first-grade book where children draw and color the Palestinian flag;
- Lessons about significant cities in Palestinian history, such as Akka (Acre); and
- Mentions of Jerusalem as Palestine’s capital, instead naming Jerusalem as the united capital of Israel.

Educators or schools face sanctions if they violate Israeli law by publicly commemorating the Nakba.11

Israeli initiatives have also pressured Palestinian students into taking the Israeli Bagrut high school exam rather than the Palestinian Tawjihi exam. In 2012, for example, the Israeli MoE began a campaign to expand Palestinian inclusion in Israeli universities.12 Since Israeli universities do not recognize the Tawjihi and only accept a limited number of Palestinian students entering with it (even though the exam is widely recognized elsewhere) 13, more Palestinian students have had to take the Bagrut in order to be eligible for admission. Palestinian students are also pressured into pursuing secondary schools that use the Israeli curriculum because it aligns to the Bagrut.14 Data in the years following the campaign show that more Palestinian students are taking the Bagrut each year:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Palestinian students in Jerusalem taking the Israeli Bagrut high school exam15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1,554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Once admitted to an Israeli university under the initiative, Palestinian students are required to attend special orientation programs aimed at changing the mentality, culture, and identity of the Palestinian student. Through these processes, the shift towards Bagrut entails the delegitimizing of Palestinian curriculum.

For the 2013-2014 year, the Jerusalem Municipality and the Israeli MoE introduced a plan to pressure EJ schools to adopt the Israeli curriculum. A study of the Israeli curriculum’s Arabic-language books revealed that:

- **The Israeli curriculum does not recognize the Palestinians as a people;** it identified the Palestinians as “others,” “minorities,” “Muslims,” “Christians,” or “Druse,” as in stating that Jews and non-Jews live in the Galilee with no use of the words “Arab” or “Palestinian.” Similarly, contents of the textbooks ignore Palestinian geographic names and instead use transliterated Hebrew names of geographic sites.
- In addition to the use of transliterated Hebrew instead of the appropriate Arabic terms, **the books contain thousands of factual mistakes**, including at least 7,532 mistakes in math books for 8-15-year-olds, 3,939 mistakes in three geography and history books, and hundreds of mistakes in Arabic language studies books.
- **The curriculum stresses the importance of Israeli citizenship and loyalty to Israel** as a democratic state established by its declaration of independence. The books highlight discrimination against Jews in Europe but do not mention discrimination against Arabs.
- The history and geography books rely on the dominant Zionist narrative, including stating that Jews came and built the country in 1948 without mention of the Nakba or historical events in Palestine prior to that date. The books rely on the Torah to illustrate Jewish history, with Jewish people considered the owners of the land and everyone else referred to as temporary “passengers.” The books ignore the presence of the Arab-Palestinian people in Israel and stress the Promised Land of the Jewish people.

In spite of pressures by the Israeli MoE to use this curriculum, most public schools in EJ continued to teach the censored Palestinian curriculum, with few schools deciding to change.

In January 2016 media reports revealed that the Israeli MoE plans to pressure schools in EJ to abandon the Palestinian curriculum through economic coercion, offering extra funding to schools that agree to switch to the Israeli curriculum. The Israeli Minister of Education, Naftali Bennett, stated that he wants “to provide a strong tailwind to any school that chooses the Israeli curriculum. My policy is clear: I want to aid the process of Israelization.” Further details reported in August 2016 showed that the Minister of Jerusalem Affairs and Heritage Ze’ev Elkin decided that the conditional funding would include transfers of budgets for renovation to Palestinian schools in EJ totaling NIS 20 million (US $5.28 million dollars). In addition to going beyond the authority or scope of the MoE, this plan would violate laws prohibiting unequal allocations and discrimination between institutions dependent upon government ministries.
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De-Palestinization through Disinvestment

While Israeli curriculum policies contribute heavily to de-Palestinization, Palestinian youth in EJ also experience de-Palestinization through disinvestment, disenfranchisement, militarization, and criminalization. Palestinian students in EJ receive less than half of the budget allocated to Israeli students in West Jerusalem; the budget allocated to schools using the Palestinian curriculum is 60% of that allocated to those using the Jewish Israeli one, and settlement schools receive 170% compared to the budget allocated to Palestinian schools. The Israeli disinvestment in EJ schools has contributed to a great shortage of educational equipment, including sports equipment, recreational space, computer labs, science labs, and school supplies.

Schools in EJ rarely have the funding or permission from Israeli authorities to maintain, improve, or expand upon their existing infrastructure. With an estimated shortage of 2,200 classrooms in EJ, existing classrooms are overcrowded and have become challenging learning environments for both teachers and students. An estimated 8,000 to 9,000 students do not have a seat or are not eligible for a seat in the schools in EJ. Many of the current school buildings are substandard for a proper educational environment, with some EJ schools located within former residential buildings that are unsuitable to accommodate for a large number of students. Given the extreme planning and building restrictions that Israeli authorities place on building in EJ, many schools have added necessary facilities without the building permits and have subsequently been ordered demolition orders on spaces such as laboratories, classrooms, and recreational grounds. Palestinian youth continue to learn in these schools while knowing that they are subject to bulldozing at any time.

The Israeli Municipality, moreover, has removed most of the established and often historical Arabic names of streets and places in East Jerusalem and given them new names in Hebrew. Likewise, Israeli laws in Jerusalem require that Arab businesses to have the majority of their signs in Hebrew. Meanwhile, the streets of entire neighborhoods in East Jerusalem still remain unnamed and without investment in proper signage in Arabic. Palestinian youth in EJ must travel to school in the context of these linguistic attacks, which target the Palestinian Arab character of East Jerusalem and contribute to de-Palestinization.

It is under these conditions that the Israeli MoE has proposed to give EJ schools educational funding conditional upon the adoption of the Israeli curriculum; schools that choose to continue to use the Palestinian curriculum will suffer even further from disinvestment, forcing an even greater de-Palestinization of EJ schools.
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De-Palestinization through Disenfranchisement

Decisions around curriculum and budgeting in the majority of schools in EJ are made by the Israeli MoE and Jerusalem Municipality without the support or authority of Palestinian families and communities. Palestinian students are spread across five school systems within EJ, distributed as follows:\(^\text{15}\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of school system</th>
<th>% of Palestinian students enrolled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jerusalem Municipality and Ministry of Education</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-contracting schools (subsidized by the MoE)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Waqt</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRWA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Without Palestinians’ access to decision-making power over education for the majority of Palestinian youth in EJ, these disparate systems lack a cohesive strategy to build high-quality education for students and instead often have contradictory or conflicting goals.\(^\text{36}\) Adequate data cannot be collected or compiled across the five systems, making short- or long-term educational planning extremely difficult.\(^\text{37}\) These factors, compounded with inequitable funding, result in greatly varied levels of quality of students’ educational experiences across schools in EJ.\(^\text{38}\)

De-Palestinization through Militarization and Criminalization

As Palestinian youth face de-Palestinization through curriculum policies in increasingly underfunded and undemocratic schools, they also endure ongoing militarization caused by the Israeli military occupation of EJ. Students are forced to cross checkpoints on a daily basis in order to attend school, resulting in frequent delays, tardiness, and absences.\(^\text{39}\) More than a quarter of people in EJ live in neighborhoods that are physically segregated from the rest of the city because of constructed walls.\(^\text{40}\) The wall has had a devastating effect on Palestinian access to employment, contributing to 86.6% of Palestinian children in EJ living below the poverty line.\(^\text{41}\) EJ schools struggle to recruit and retain qualified teachers, who are disincentivized from teaching in EJ because they are also required to navigate checkpoints, closures, and the wall to reach their schools.\(^\text{42}\) As some schools in EJ have tried to offer pay increases to counter this challenge, most of the EJ schools under Israeli MoE authority cannot afford the incentives and therefore experiencing a widening gap of teacher salaries and teacher qualifications.\(^\text{43}\) The shortage is even greater for the subjects of math, English, and science.\(^\text{44}\)

Violence against Palestinian youth in EJ by Israeli forces increased after recent passage of legal changes targeting Palestinian children. Palestinian youth are subjected to frequent arrest, while their families are made to pay hefty fines in the midst of worsening economic conditions.\(^\text{45}\) In 2010, for example, an estimated 1,200 minors were detained from Jerusalem; of these, only 230 were charged and either released on bail, placed under house arrest,
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or made to do community service. Children detained in EJ under the Israeli civic law system have experienced blindfolding, physical violence, verbal abuse, threats, and strip searches. In 2015, 38.5% of arrested EJ youth were taken at night, 87.7% were restrained during their arrest, and 89.2% did not have a family member or lawyer present. Around 75 Palestinian children are currently incarcerated in Israeli prisons and detention centers, with cases of detained youth experiencing a loss of school time from 3 months to 1 year and some not returning to school ever after their detention. In addition to losing instructional time, Palestinian youth in EJ who experience arrest and detainment are subject to disorientation, loss of control of self-determination, low self-esteem, and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTDS), which “adversely affect any future pursuit of education and are considered a major cause of former Palestinian child prisoners’ reluctance to return to school.”

Effects of De-Palestinization on Students in East Jerusalem

The De-Palestinization of education in EJ through curriculum, disinvestment, disenfranchisement, and militarization all contribute greatly to a skyrocketing rate of school dropout among Palestinian youth in EJ. An estimated 36% of East Jerusalemites fail to complete high school, with many defaulting into the child labor workforce. The Jerusalem Municipality does little to deter this trend from growing, as 30% of EJ schools lack any dropout prevention program whatsoever and another 40% have only minimal services related to such prevention.

Israel’s control of Palestinian education in EJ remains a great threat as it is intentionally designed to “Israelize” and therefore de-Palestinize EJ youth. Each Israeli educational policy seeks to delegitimize the current Palestinian narrative and implement a narrative that suits the desires of the Israeli government. Israeli control over Palestinian education denies Palestinians the right to self-determination, as it attempts to strip future Palestinian generations of their history, their culture, and their right to exist.

---

**CCPRJ Call for International Support**

CCPRJ calls upon the international community to give a protective response and to exercise its third-state responsibility for human rights violations through diplomatic interventions to:

- Ensure that relevant Israeli authorities will abstain from all further efforts to impose its own curriculum and censored text books on East Jerusalem schools;
- Reinstate the original Palestinian curriculum and textbooks in all Israeli-operated public schools;
- Provide unconditional permits and funds for maintenance and improvement of educational facilities; and
- Hold Israel accountable for violating not only the right to education under international humanitarian law and international human rights law, but also the right to cultural identity and the right to receive information for Palestinian youth in East Jerusalem.

---
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